
Tutor profile 

Vladimir, chess tutor, tells his story 

 

My mother taught me the chess moves when I was 12 

years of age but I didn’t return to chess until 25 years 

later in the 1990s when I was retrenched from my job 

as an Architectural Draftsman. I returned to RMIT 

University to study and graduated with a Bachelor of 

Architecture in 1998, after which I worked as a self-

employed Building Designer until 2006. I began 

playing Tournament Chess in 2004 at the Box Hill 

Chess Club and still have my first timber chess set 

purchased in 1965, along with the text book I now use 

with U3A. 

About five years ago I was “burning out” in a part-time 

retail job. When the shop closed I thought I should try 

something closer to my interests, working in a 

voluntary capacity.  

A friend of mine was always doing things with U3A and I considered Painting 

or Chess, but chose Chess as it required less materials and equipment. (I 

have also aired the idea of tutoring an open-air drawing class in the warmer 

weather.) 

This is my third year as a Chess tutor. Having never taught before I was 

nervous and unsure at first, but Audrey Grace reassured me and my fate was 

sealed when I saw the Staunton Design chess sets. 

My other interests are reading – particularly stories in Russian, drawing and 

painting. I used to enjoy European cinema of the 1960s and 70s and visiting 

the Valhalla cinema and the Carlton Movie House, but those days, and 

cinematic film, are now gone. I’m now reading about the French sculptor 

Auguste Rodin. 

As a Chess tutor I am still learning. It keeps the mind turning and provides a 

few laughs as well. The variety of Chess is endless, but with persistence 

students will notice an improvement after a year.  

 


